PUGET
Puget Bindery’s major products are saddle
bound, adhesive bound and mechanical bound
products. A complete custom hard bound department is maintained to provide limited edition
work, specialty leather bound works, menu holders and custom presentation products including foil stamping and embossing.
Puget Bindery was started in 1995 with a commitment to customer satisfaction. We bring
a management team and production crew with experience and talent not equaled in the Book
Bindery Trade.
Below is the complete capability list for assisting our customers in their binding needs:

Saddle stitching
Saddle stitching with 7 stations plus 2 cover/card feeders
1/4” loop stitch capability
2up 4/5 knife with spine length 2.8125 to 9.3125
Colored wire - red, blue, black and brass wire
Automatic feeding of envelopes/cards - centered or head up

Adhesive binding
PUR binding of all types of stock including 100# gloss enamel
2-3/8” capacity with 16 signature feeders and 3 hand feed stations
Optiscan signature scanners on all feeders
In line or off line three knife trimming at 5,000 books an hour
Book block collating for all mechanical binding

Over

Mechanical binding
All sizes of wire oo binding, in all colors available
Skip binding in any configuration
Calendar loop binding with or without hanger
Multiple wire hanging calendars
Desk top easel calendars
Automatic plastic coil bind with coil forming in line - all colors available
Metal coil binding - black and white and special order colors
Gbc binding
Support operations
Cutting up to 56 inches
Folding up to 30 inches
Rotary scoring and perfing up to 35 inches, also microperfing
Letterpress score and perf 14 x 20
Multi head drilling - 5 holes
Automatic punching for all mechanical operations
Shrink-wrapping to 24 inches

Other capabilities
Transfer tape to 44 inches wide
Automatic in line and offline paper banding
Smyth sewing for case binding
Eyeletting
Grometting
Automatic and semi-automatic calendar tinning
Side stitching round and flat wire
Round cornering
Shipping service
Knowledgeable drivers, 2 trucks, lift gate
Graphic capable labeling equipment
Breakdown orders support staff

